ABSTRACT
To maximize the profitability of modern satellites, designers must invest their spacecraft with both capability and reliability. On-board, autonomous software holds the promise of greatly enhancing spacecraft abilities, yet software glitches have been directly to blame for recent, highly publicized failures. This paper presents the flightsoftware development framework created for the Generalized FLight Operations Processing Simulator (GFLOPS) testbed. Based upon a robust, commercial, realtime operating system, the methodology applies principles of object-oriented design to separate sub-system software functions into protected, quasi-independent modules. The flight software modules are coupled to simulation modules, which provide high-fidelity, real-time, representations of system hardware and dynamics. The GFLOPS approach provides tools and a methodology suitable for rapid flight software development. Since the basic implementation of the framework does not rely on any advanced techniques such as autonomy, it can be used in both conservative and aggressive engineering programs. Focus applications include an MIT-designed formation flying experiment (SPHERES) and a U.S. Air Forcefunded distributed satellite mission (TechSat 21).
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• Productivity. Reduce the time needed to develop quality FSW.
• Reliability. Encourage design and coding practices resistant to systemic failures.
• Innovation. Provide a mechanism for incorporating advanced capabilities into modern spacecraft.
To understand the context in which the system has been developed, it is important to first identify the unique character of spacecraft flight software engineering. The engineering of the GRRDE framework and GFLOPS testbed is then presented with reference to these factors. Approaches to design and implementation are also presented in reference to the system characteristics. Finally, some unresolved issues are discussed.
REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
Any major engineering effort begins by considering project requirements. Although GRRDE development represents a sort of meta-engineering (i.e., the engineering of an engineering process), requirements definition is still crucial. Development of the GRRDE framework requires an understanding of those factors that differentiate space systems software from other software engineering domains. Two terms identify the peculiarities of this application: embedded and space. To reaffirm the commitment to providing advanced software capability, the notion of autonomy must also be considered. Each of these influence the software engineering process and must be accounted for during design, implementation, deployment, and operation.
Embedded Systems
Many factors differentiate embedded software engineering from mainstream development. While space does not permit an exhaustive discussion of the factors here, it is sufficient to give a sense of the issues involved.
Perhaps the most common misconception in the entire field of software engineering is the assumption that "real time" can simply be equated with "fast". This thinking can give rise to systems that are only coincidentally real-time. Often overlooked is that real-time code must satisfy certain guarantees regarding the completion of a computation. Lean, efficient (i.e., "fast") code is simply a mechanism for making the most of a given processor. It is a waste of money and power to run a lightly loaded processor. Moreover, predictable temporal performance is only part of the need for a high degree of determinism in software execution. Realtime software must be designed to ensure that the processor, memory, and communication utilization be bounded and as regular as possible.
As much as one would hope otherwise, non-trivial programs are never bug-free. The standards by which embedded systems are judged are generally much higher than in conventional software. Incorrect software in embedded applications is more likely to cause loss of life or money. The opportunities for mishaps abound: systems can run out of memory, pointers may get scrambled, unexpected values may create mathematical errors such as overflow. While quitting and restarting an application on a personal computer is acceptable, the same solution cannot be applied to embedded software. The termination of a process will often results in the loss of criticalstate information. Consequently, real-time systems must be very careful about checking and, where possible, preventing error conditions. An embedded system must be designed to operate perpetually and the style of coding must reflect that.
While the elimination of local errors is important, a greater risk is caused by systemic problems in specifying requirements or conceptualizing the big-picture function of the software. Even though the software does exactly what the programmer intended when the software was created, unforeseen interactions with other system components or the environment may cause a system level failure. The potential for systemic problems suggests that software does not typically "fail" in the same statistical manner as more mundane components (Leveson, 1995) . A rigorous testing and verification regime is needed for embedded systems before they are put into service. It is even becoming popular to subject critical portions of software systems to formal verification methods (Heitmeyer and Mandrioli, 1996; Vytopil, 1993) . These techniques apply mathematics to an abstract description of system behaviour. The intention is to ensure that no foreseeable execution of the software will lead to a system level failure. While these techniques can be valuable, representing the problem or deciphering the results of such automated methods requires a high degree of skill. Furthermore, analyzing complex systems may require enormous amounts of labour or computation.
Space-Systems Engineering
Space applications engender a unique engineering environment. The distinctive characteristics of space missions make software development more difficult than most terrestrial applications. These challenges apply to both on-board flight software and ground support software. High risks create a very cautious design and operations mentality, punishing environments strain processor capabilities, and low volumes necessitate effective testing and certification strategies.
Few other engineering environments are as demanding as space systems. Once launched, a spacecraft is on its own for as much as a decade or more. Except in very specialized circumstances, such as the Hubble telescope, repairs are out of the question. For a commercial satellite, a failure may mean bankruptcy for the for the owner. Consequently, the overall philosophy of space-systems engineering is very risk averse. The benefits of any new technology must be carefully weighed against the potential for introducing failures. Unless critical for mission success, new techniques are unlikely to be adopted. This is as true for software as for any other aspect of spacesystems design.
It is not merely a matter of attitude that restricts coding practices. Harsh radiation makes the orbit environment an unfriendly place for modern electronics. Any device intended for launch must either be protected with heavy shielding, or subject to extensive and costly "radiation hardening". Consequently, the state of the art in spacecraft processors is often a decade or more behind their terrestrial counterparts.
All large systems must undergo a period of qualification and testing before deployment, but it is very difficult to test space hardware in the same environment in which it will be employed. Hence, greater reliance is placed on component and subsystem certification. Careful systems analysis must be employed to predict undesirable interactions between system segments. Furthermore, the relatively low volumes of spacecraft produced make it difficult to work out all the problems with a common design before it is obsolete.
Autonomy
Spacecraft autonomy is a term much bandied about but often ill-defined. Rather than examine any particular definition or autonomous system, it is more productive to identify some of the roles that are considered suitable for autonomy in the aerospace field. The following is a list of several of the most popular:
• Control-Based Autonomy. This represents a class of methods based on control or optimization theory. Generally, an analytic control law is derived to direct a high-level behaviour such as orbit control.
• Fault Identification/Recovery. This class of functionality is derived from diagnostic artificial intelligence. The software attempts to detect and identify faulty components and suggests possible repairs.
• Planning. Planning can be done either on the spacecraft or on the ground. The planner must organize a number of actions or observations in a system that is generally highly-constrained.
• Execution. Execution is a somewhat hybridized AI-based task. Its role is to coordinate the interactions between abstract plans and real-world events.
• Data Mining. These systems attempt to decide what observations to make or what data to send to Earth.
Each of these applications promises its own benefits and levies its own set of requirements. Although an elaboration of each of these roles would prove insightful, a discussion of the synthesis between autonomy and space systems is more germane to the goals of GRRDE.
Attempts to introduce radical reforms in the design and capabilities of spacecraft flight software are often balked by what are termed "cultural" issues. A good part of this resistance to change comes as a result of habit and tradition rather than technical merit. Yet, resisting the addition of extra capability ("gold-plating") is an essential part of the systems-engineering process. If the promised benefits seem marginal and the perceived risks are still substantial, widespread acceptance of spacecraft autonomy will never occur. In consideration, before spacecraft autonomy can become more than an experimental curiosity it must first overcome several hurdles.
The first challenge is to gain a measure of acceptance in the embedded/systems community. There is an adage that says "you can't fly unless you've already flown". Hence, a measured, incremental approach is more likely to gain support than a revolutionary one. Second, systems must meet a specific need. It is not enough merely to be useful. Complex, multipurpose autonomous systems sound great in theory but are often ill suited to space systems. Consider an analogy between a pocket-knife and a common screwdriver. The pocket-knife can be used in a pinch for many tasks, but is not as effective for a specific task as a single-purpose tool. This metaphor also provides a counter-argument: it is not easy to bring an entire chest of specialized tools when venturing on a long journey.
Initial development of GRRDE has focused on addressing some of the synthesis challenges of combining autonomous and space systems. It is the eventual goal of the program to develop autonomy-based tools targeting a recurring, yet specific, set of space system issues.
GRRDE APPROACH
GFLOPS is designed to provide a platform for high-fidelity real-time simulation of distributed or monolithic space systems. Three key components comprise the system:
• The Physical Tested. This includes the computer hardware, operating system (OS), and programming language.
• The GRRDE Design Guidelines. These rules help to establish effective methods of functional decomposition and software design.
• The GRRDE Toolset. This is an Application Programming Interface (API) that accelerates FSW implementation.
This section discusses the physical testbed hardware and the design of a software-development methodology. The intention is not to present categorically the equipment and software necessary for an effective simulation. Instead the system presented reflects awareness of the design influences from Section 2 and the goals of Section 1.
Hardware, Operating System, and Language
The utility of the GFLOPS testbed can be measured by its potential to accurately represent the spacecraft computing environment. At the same time, it must retain sufficient generality to be useful for representing a wide range of missions. A careful choice of hardware, operating system, and programming language ensures that GFLOPS can aggressively adopt new technologies while retaining credibility with the embedded community.
A core principle of the GFLOPS approach is to allow the FSW to operate in an environment as close to flight conditions as possible. Embedded single-board computers were chosen to represent the on-board spacecraft processors. Hardware-in-theloop simulation can be more accurate, but is both expensive and too closely tied to a particular design for application in early stages of development. Consequently, all the peripherals and sub-systems must be represented virtually. To minimize artificial effects, all simulation is performed on one or more secondary computers. This ensures that the only code running on the embedded machines is the FSW. The testbed still allows full SW development. The designer can provide code down to the level of detail of writing individual bits.
A schematic representation of the testbed hardware is shown in Figure 1 . Eight, PowerPC-based computers represent a modern family of processors currently being investigated for space applications. Simulation tasks and user interface are the responsibility of several common PCs. These support tasks are partitioned into three categories:
• Payload. All simulation tasks related to the primary mission purpose.
• Orbit/Environment. Environmental effects, orbit/attitude propagation as well as spacecraft subsystem simulation.
• Ground Terminal. Acts as the user's access to the system. Capabilities similar to operator or end user's workstation.
Finally, 100 Mbps Ethernet provides the interconnections between components. The capacity of Ethernet is acceptably representative of both space-to-ground communication and inter-satellite links. It does not, however, provide a good mechanism for directly representing transmission errors, antenna tracking, selective availability, or latency.
1 A summary of the hardware selection is given in Table 1 .
GRRDE is designed to operate with the OSE operating system provided by ENEA Systems. The process model is based upon pre-emption and static priority assignments. OSE is a modern real-time OS that supports many features that make it particularly appealing for use in distributed systems. InterProcess Communication (IPC) in OSE is achieved through message-passing (termed signals in the OSE parlance). The IPC operates transparently across memory protection boundaries and through network links.
The choice of languages must balance traditional real-time concerns of determinism, speed, and space efficiency with more modern interests in readability, extensibility, and expressiveness. To achieve these goals the suggested language convention is that of Embedded C++ (EC++). EC++ is a subset of modern C++ that includes many of the important features of Object-Oriented Programming while acknowledging that the eventual target for the code is an embedded application. The restrictions on code content are driven by the following rationale:
• To minimize memory usage and code size.
• To maintain determinism.
• To promote a specification appropriate to the application.
The interested reader is encouraged to refer to the official reference for further information (the official EC++ website is http://www.caravan.net/ec2plus/).
Object-Oriented Techniques
In an effort to manage the complexity brought on by large software projects, modern software engineers often adopt object-based development approaches. These schemes provide a unifying metaphor for analysis, design, and implementation that remains effective as the problem size grows. Although embedded software engineering has been reluctant to embrace object-oriented programming (OOP) languages, it is worth noting that object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) can be beneficial, even without a full commitment to OOP. Since the amount of available information on OO philosophy and techniques is huge, only a brief outline of the topic will be presented here.
Within the OO movement there are a number of variants in philosophy. Each scheme may have different emphasis or documentation methodology, but the following features are generally regarded as common to all object-oriented software engineering (SWE):
• Data Abstraction
• Objects and Classes
• Methods
• Inheritance
• Encapsulation
While GRRDE does not endorse any particular technique, some OO flavours are more amenable to embedded applications than others. Embedded applications for OOAD generally have a slightly different focus than traditional SWE. First, real-time systems are generally oriented towards function more than towards data (Wright and Williams, 1993) . Second, OOP is not universally employed in embedded development. Consequently, some of the more implementation-neutral OOAD methods such as Coad and Yourdan (1991) are preferred.
A couple of remarks must be made about OOAD for embedded systems. First, embedded systems are typically allowed to relax some of the OO rigor. Since many traditional software applications are data-oriented, strict OOAD maintains that "objects are nouns". The emphasis of an embedded system is often not on data but on function. Consequently, some allowances must be made during design. Second, a particularly important task is the identification of interfaces, dependencies, and requirements specifications for each system component.
Interface definition is certainly not unique to embedded systems; it is one of the goals of all OOAD. The distinction lies in the relative importance of the activity. Not only is it necessary to document the data paths between modules, but the realtime nature of the application requires that temporal information be specified as well. Careful attention should be paid to the units implicit in measured or calculated quantities. Temporal specifications typically include quantities such as task period, response time, and criticality.
An example can provide insight into the OOAD process. Consider the design of a controller for a simple water-heating system (Figure 2) . It should be noted that this is not a good design for such a system, it simply illustrates the OOD approach. The system must maintain the water level and temperature in a holding tank (R). Water is drawn into the tank by turning on the motorized pump M. Float sensors (L1, L2) indicate low-and high-water marks, respectively. An unspecified and time-varying discharge (Q) removes water from the tank. The controller must also heat the water with the aid of a variable power-heating element (P), and a temperature sensor (T). Lastly, the controller must be aware of the potential danger of low water level and high temperature. This represents an alarm monitor (A).
Examining the instrumentation needs yields a potential classification scheme for transducers. Those that provide information to the software system are sensors while those that affect the environment are actuators. Both the sensors and actuators have analog and digital versions. The notion of virtual sensors can be introduced to deal with monitoring a derived quantity from the fusion of two or more physical sensors. Recall that this discussion describes the compartmentalization of function. Further specialization describes the particular type of device as well as any signal-processing requirements (e.g., debouncing, filtering, etc.). At the bottom of the hierarchy is the instantiation of particular devices. This level captures any parameters specific to a particular device such as calibration factors.
GRRDE encourages the use of a limited class of objectoriented techniques during the coding phase of a project. It is commonly agreed that reusing source code can be a good way to save time, money, and aggravation. The only problem with this approach is a tendency to overlook the fundamental problem of when not to reuse code. Embedded systems often run into trouble when trying to employ source code not designed or particularly well-suited for reuse. The failure of the maiden voyage of the Ariane 5 can be directly attributed to just such an occurrence (Lions, 1996) . The GRRDE approach to software implementation simplifies this problem. Code reuse between two systems should stop at the point at which the functional decomposition diverges. The GRRDE offers two mechanisms that simplify code reuse. The first is the objectoriented language employed. Embedded C++ supports the notion of classes and inheritance. While the semantics of EC++ are not quite as rich as C++, they are sufficient for most embedded applications. Objects provide strong encapsulation of both data and functions. The second is the set of on-line services that emphasizes and facilitates modular code development.
State Centric Design
From the design process, specifications can be developed for each functional block. The specification process describes the abstract function of each module (including timing information), its inputs, its outputs, and lastly any external dependencies. A central tenet of the GRRDE design process is to think of these features in terms of state information (or simply state).
The GRRDE concept of state is an extension of the concept discussed in the previous section. Traditional state machine notation utilized in OOAD deals with discrete states and transitions. One can think of this in terms of the mode an object or system is in. In embedded applications it is often useful to reason about continuous quantities as well. Spacecraft have continuous orbital elements, a chemical reactor may have an internal temperature, etc. Defined generally, a state is a set of internal variables that reflect a module's perception of some aspect of the system. The level of state abstraction varies greatly depending on the particular application. Thus, "The status register of the star-tracker contains 0xffec0001", represents a possible state as is, "The spacecraft altitude is 500.021 km", or "The +Z reaction wheel is acting erratically". More importantly, the function of a module can be articulated as operations performed on state information.
Blocks cannot operate completely independently. Inputs and outputs identified in the design process can be expressed in terms of state as well. Inputs represent the state information that the block requires. This interface can either be directly to hardware (i.e., a sensor reading) or to another software module. Outputs are likewise a specification for a certain type of information that a module can provide. The data flow through a system can be charted by identifying the sources (i.e., providers) and sinks (i.e., consumers) of state information.
The GRRDE State Contract Architecture
When it comes time to implement a design, GRRDE provides the facilities to make this transition as easy as possible. One of the primary services that the GRRDE toolset provides is a mechanism for state transport. From its design specification each block provides certain types of state. The GRRDE State Contract Architecture (GSCA) creates a flexible delivery mechanism for consumers of state information to receive updates of information without disturbing the operation of the producer. Based on a subscription concept, client modules arrange contracts to obtain specific state information from servers. These features decouple the process of operating on state information from the act of distributing it. Thus, the logic of a module can be written without reference to the precise origin or destination of the state information.
Low-level processing in an embedded system is often cyclic. Many embedded systems contain digital controllers that monitor and control a physical process or other quantity. Higher level functions, such as those that change operating modes, are often aperiodic. Both schemes rely on the movement of structured information, be it a velocity measurement, a status report, or a command directive. To maintain modularity and promote system reconfiguration, the GSCA allows the information pathways to be configured dynamically. Sources and sinks can be addressed abstractly, and additional data flow can be added with minimal disturbance. This creates three main benefits:
• Progressive Development. The relative independence of each module allows subsystem testing and development. Secondary system functionality can be added to simulations once key systems are proven.
• Rapid Reconfiguration. Different implementations of the same functional block can be exchanged so long as the external interface remains consistent.
• Functional Layering and Migration. Abstract monitoring and supervision can be introduced without affecting low-level control.
The OSE operating system provides a distributed service registry (Figure 3) . Operating across multiple processors, a process or block may register one or more named services (e.g., text strings) with the registry. These services typically describe some function of the source block. For instance, a block may register itself as an "Ephemeris-propagator". Other processes may query the registry for a service they require. If matching entries exist, the registry service will prove the querying process with contact information. This service name must be part of the module specification. The interface documentation for each block must also specify the data products that it can provide. This specification must include a label for the type of data as well as a detailed description of the data format. The latter may include actual data-type declarations.
While explicit requests for data are appropriate in some situations, the mechanism is clumsy if regular updates are needed. The GSCA is able to broker agreements between source and sink for repeated delivery of a certain data product. The resulting agreement is called a message contract. Contracts can take one of two forms: periodic and aperiodic. Periodic contracts send regular updates of the data at fixed intervals. They may run indefinitely or for a specified amount of time.
Continuous variables are typically represented with periodic contracts. Aperiodic contracts, by comparison, will send updates only when the source state value changes. Discrete states such as mode or status can typically be captured by an aperiodic contract. The type of contract that a given data product will support must appear in the specification. The GSCA does not allow one data product to support both types of contracts. This was a necessary compromise to ensure efficient message dispatching and to restrict unnecessary message traffic.
This powerful transport mechanism forms the basis of the GRRDE implementation tools. When combined with the object-oriented approach described in previous sections, it allows the engineer significant advantage in the software development process.
Comparative Reflections
Some perspective on the utility of GRRDE can be gained by considering its role in relation to other software engineering efforts. Although GRRDE attempts to provide some commonsense guidelines for design, implementation, and operations, it does not necessarily preclude the use of other tools. In many cases, GRRDE can be seen as either an alternative or a complimentary approach.
From a philosophical standpoint, GRRDE derives some of its inspiration (e.g., State Centrism), from elements of the Mission Data Systems (MDS) program developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Dvorak et al., 2000) . However, the GRRDE attitude towards implementation is substantially different from MDS. As described in the literature, MDS requires substantial "buy-in" from systems engineers. In contrast, adopting the GRRDE approach represents a more modest step forward. Designers are left with the latitude to perform software task decomposition and implementation as their own development culture mandates. Whereas MDS places an emphasis on exploiting software reuse between missions, the GRRDE focus is on facilitating software reconfiguration and evolution within a particular mission.
Other strategies for enhancing FSW development integrate well with GRRDE. Recently, there has been increasing interest in graphical tools for control-system development. Blockoriented software design with packages such as Wind River's MatrixX or The Mathwork's Matlab allow control engineers to generate embedded source code directly from abstract models. These tools have already been employed in FSW development (Ptak and Foundy, 1998) . Automatic code generation can create the constituent "logic" processes for the appropriate modules. The state transport mechanism allows inter-operability with other components of the system. In a complementary manner, it is expected that GRRDE can be subsumed as part of the information infrastructure required by concepts such as the Space Project Mission Operations Control Architecture (SuperMOCA) (Jones et al., 1998) .
Other terrestrial tools exhibit some of the properties of the GRRDE message transport mechanism. The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) has a real-time variant (RT-CORBA) (Object Management Group, 2000) , customized for embedded applications. Although the origins of GRRDE and RT-CORBA are different, some similarities in function are apparent. The GRRDE team is currently evaluating whether a CORBA interface could be adopted by GRRDE or whether they should remain separate, complementary (or even alternative) tools.
ONGOING RESEARCH
The principles behind the GRRDE approach have been carefully developed but it does not yet represent a finished product. A few technical issues regarding the composition of the real-time FSW system await resolution. To reinforce the trustworthiness of the GRRDE approach, the GSCA must be subject to rigorous analysis. Finally, GFLOPS is a simulation testbed, designed to investigate operational issues for a variety of missions. A careful choice of mission simulations will demonstrate the utility of the GRRDE techniques.
Scheduling in Composed Systems
Modern approaches to real-time computing have tended to move away from strict cyclic scheduling techniques. Approaches such as Rate Monotonic Analysis (RMA) (Liu and Layland, 1973) have gained acceptance, even in the space community (Kolcio et al., 2000) . The principle behind these techniques is to allow a more flexible process model, deferring process scheduling until runtime.
The difficulty encountered with GRRDE arises from its modularity. To maintain strong encapsulation, it is desirable to assign priorities to a module's constituent processes without reference to the rest of the system. However, the effectiveness of RMA depends upon a global analysis. It is unclear whether any guarantees can be made about the performance of composed systems with independently assigned priorities. This topic is currently under investigation. It may become necessary to include a configuration step during system compilation that will examine each code module and perform global priority assignments.
Formal Analysis
The runtime component of the GSCA is composed of a number of interacting processes and protocols. The usefulness of these tools rest on the assumption that these interactions do not allow any sequence of actions that would cause unwanted side-effects. Moreover, knowledge of the bounds and variability of CPU, memory and network usage are vital to realtime software engineers. To guarantee correctness and place bounds on resource utilization, the core GSCA components are currently being subjected to a formal analysis process.
Formal analysis techniques start with a specification of a system (protocols, processes, etc.), which is then converted into an abstract, mathematical model. Manual and automatic proof techniques can then be used to establish that the system will satisfy key properties related to correct operation. The technique currently being used with GRRDE is known as the General Timed Automata (GTA) model. GTAs are fairly easy to work with and are compatible with a variety of proof techniques. If any errors in protocol logic are found, they can be corrected and the analysis performed again. These efforts will enhance confidence in the GFLOPS framework.
Selected Simulations
The usefulness of a simulation architecture can only be measured by examining the quality of the simulations it produces. In addition to the work performed in developing the GRRDE approach, the testbed will be employed to study operational issues for a number of missions.
Two target applications have currently been identified for study with the GFLOPS testbed. The first is a distributed satellite demonstrator mission called TechSat 21. This experimental radar program uses a cluster of small satellites and interferometry techniques to do highly accurate ground and air moving target indication (GMTI/AMTI) (Das and Cobb, 1998) . The spacecraft must be capable of complex on-board processing and high-accuracy formation-flying. TechSat 21 represents a challenging and complicated mission that will highly stress on-board processing capabilities. The second mission is a small technology demonstration known as SPHERES. SPHERES is a student-designed micro-gravity experiment developed at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to investigate aspects of formation flying. Several, soccer-ball sized devices propelled by cold-gas thrusters must coordinate translational and rotational maneuvers. The SPHERES simulation will help establish the effectiveness of applying the GRRDE framework to a familiar, welldocumented system. Other simulations for communications or space-science systems will be developed as appropriate.
CONCLUSIONS
For GRRDE to be an effective tool, it must address the needs of the space software-engineering environment. In Section 2, real-time, space, and autonomy considerations were identified as influences on software design. To evaluate the merits and shortcomings of the approach presented, GRRDE can be examined in light of these engineering constraints.
Software developed for real-time systems must account for temporal constraints, correctness, verification, and low-level reliability. The core of the GRRDE system reflects these interests. The embedded processors and commercial RTOS provide a legitimate platform for realistic development. The language choice of EC++ is a middle ground between expressiveness and semantic precision. All GRRDE tools are designed to incur very little overhead and operate deterministically.
The development architecture represented in the GRRDE provides an opportunity to create reusable modules for many spacecraft functions. As more and more simulations are selected and developed the tool resources will grow. The basic framework provides an excellent foundation to develop capable modules for attitude control, propulsion, navigation, thermal management, power regulation, etc.
Finally, GRRDE has been designed to meet the needs of advanced flight software. Rather than champion a particular technique, the GRRDE approach represents an enabling technology for the promotion of spacecraft autonomy in general. For the autonomy community, GRRDE provides an object-oriented language environment and flexible knowledge manipulation capability. Since it is possible to write FSW in the GRRDE framework with only traditional amounts of independence or cognitive ability, this approach represents a stepping stone towards achieving a spacecraft computing platform more suited for autonomy applications. Once the basic architecture has gained some heritage, further enhancements are more easily introduced.
Many innovative and profitable missions are currently impossible due to crippling operations costs. Although many autonomous techniques promise reduced operations costs, establishing the necessary confidence in these methods is still a difficult task. GRRDE attempts to redress these difficulties by introducing a capable software environment firmly grounded in principles of high-reliability real-time computing.
